
Introduction to Environmentally 

Transmitted Pathogens: Basic 

Concepts of Epidemiology and 

Infection



• Epidemiology includes: 

– 1) methods for measuring the health of groups 

and for determining the attributes and exposures 

that influence health; 

– 2) study of the occurrence of disease in its natural 

habitat rather than the controlled environment of 

the laboratory (exception: clinical trials); and 



– 3) methods for the quantitative study of the 

distribution, variation, an determinants of health-

related outcomes in specific groups (populations) 

of individuals, and the application of this study  to 

the diagnosis, treatment, and prevention of these 

states or events.



Infectious Disease Epidemiology: 

Classical Epidemiology

• The study of epidemics

• The study of the dynamic factors involved in the 

transmission of infectious agents in populations

• The natural history of infectious disease

How a disease spreads through groups or a population

How a case of that disease develops in an individual 



Terms to know
• Disease a pattern of response by a living organism 

to some form of invasion by a foreign substance or 

injury which causes an alteration of the organisms 

normal functioning

– also – an abnormal state in which the body is not 

capable of responding to or carrying on its 

normally required functions



Terms to know
• Pathogens organisms or substances such as 

bacteria, viruses, or parasites that are capable of 

producing diseases

• Pathogenesis the development, production, or 

process of generating a disease

• Pathogenic means disease causing or producing

• Pathogenicity describes the potential ability and 

strength of a pathogenic substance to cause disease



Terms to know

• Infective diseases are those which the pathogen or 

agent has the capability to enter, survive, and 

multiply in the host

• Virulence the extent of pathogenicity or strength of 

different organisms

– the ability of the pathogen to grow, thrive, and to 
develop all factor into virulence

– the capacity and strength of the disease to produce 
severe and fatal cases of illness



• Invasiveness the ability to get into a susceptible 

host and cause a disease within the host

– The capacity of a microorganism o enter into and 

grow in or upon tissues of a host

• Etiology the factors contributing to the source 

of or causation of a disease



• Toxins a poisonous substance that is a specific 

product of the metabolic activities of a living organ-

ism and is usually very unstable 

- notably toxic when introduced into the tissues, and 

typically capable of inducing antibody formation 

• Antibiotics a substance produced by or a semi-

synthetic substance derived from a microorganism 

and able in dilute solution to inhibit or kill another 

microorganism 



• endemic: the ongoing, usual level of, or constant 

presence of a disease in a given population

• hyperendemic: persistent level of activity beyond 

or above the expected prevalence

• holoendemic: a disease that is highly prevalent in a 

population and is commonly acquired early in life in 

most all of the children of the population



• epidemic:  outbreak or occurrence of one specific 

disease from a single source, in a group population, 

community, or geographical area, in excess of the 

usual level of expectancy

Or 

– # cases in excess of expected # for population

– the uncontrolled spread of a disease (or condition) 

in a community.



• pandemic: epidemic that is widespread across a 

country, continent, or large populace, possible 

worldwide

• Prevalence: the no. of people within a population 

who have a certain disease at a given point in time 

or No. cases (or No. with defined condition) existing 

at one time.

• Prevalence rate: # of such cases/total # at risk.



• Point prevalence: how many cases of a disease 

exist in a group of people at that moment.

• prevalence relies on 2 factors:

– How many people have had the disease in the past

– Duration of the disease in the population.

• incidence:  the extent that people, within a popula-

tion who do not have a disease, develop the disease 

during a specific time period. Or no. of new cases of 

disease/total no. at risk.



• Incidence rate: Incidence/unit of time.

• Immunity:  Inherited, acquired, or induced 

resistance to infection by a specific pathogen

- Acquired resistance due to previous infection is from 

protective cellular and antibody responses in the 

host

• Herd immunity: cumulative # of immune persons 

in population or % of population immune.



The Epidemiology Triangle

• Outbreaks in a population often involves several 

factor and entities

• Many people, objects, avenues of transmission, and 

organisms can be involved in the spread of disease

• Epidemiologist have created a model to help explain 

the multifaceted phenomena of disease transmission:  

the epidemiology triangle



• Many diseases rely on an agent or single factor for 

an infectious disease to occur.

• Epidemiologist use an ecological view to assess the 

interaction of various elements and factors in the 

environment and disease-related implications

• When more than a single cause must be present for a 

disease to occur, this is called multiple causation



The Epidemiology Triangle
The interrelatedness of 4 factors contribute to the 

outbreak of a disease

1. Role of the host                  3. Agent 

2. Environmental circumstances 4. Time

The epidemiology triangle is used to analyze the role

& interrelatedness of each of the four factors in Epide-

miology of infectious diseases, that is the influence, 

reactivity & effect each factor has on the other 3



The Epidemiology Triangle

Time



The Epidemiology Triangle
• The agent is the cause of the disease

– Can be bacteria, virus, parasite, fungus, mold

– Chemicals (solvents), Radiation, heat, natural 

toxins (snake or spider venom)

• The host is an organism, usually human or animal, 

that harbors the disease

• Pathogen disease-causing microorganism or related 

substance



The Epidemiology Triangle
• The environment is the favorable surroundings and 

conditions external to the human or animal that 

cause or allow the disease or allow disease 

transmission

-Environmental factors can include the biological 

aspects as well as the social, cultural, and physical 

aspects of the environment



The Epidemiology Triangle
• Time accounts for incubation periods, life 

expectancy of the host or pathogen, duration of the 

course of illness or condition.

•The mission of the epidemiologist is to break one of  

the legs of the triangle, which disrupts the connection 

between environment, host, and agent, stopping the 

continuation of an outbreak.



• The goals of public health are the control and 

prevention of disease.

• By breaking one of the legs of the triangle, public 

health intervention can partially realize these goals 

and stop epidemics

• An epidemic can be stopped when one of the 

elements of the triangle is interfered with, altered, 

changed or removed from existence.



Disease Transmission  

• Fomites: inanimate objects that serve as a role in 

disease transmission

– Pencils, pens, doorknobs, infected blankets

• Vector: any living non-human carrier of disease 

that transports and serves the process of disease 

transmission

– Insects: fly, flea, mosquito; rodents; deer



• Reservoirs: humans, animals, plants, soils or 

inanimate organic matter (feces or food) in which 

infectious organisms live and multiply

– Humans often serve as reservoir and host



• Zoonois: when a animal transmits a disease to 

a human

• Carrier: one that spreads or harbors an infectious 

organism

– Some carriers may be infected and not be sick.  

e.g. Typhoid Mary



• Active carrier:  individual exposed to and harbors a 

disease-causing organism.  May have recovered 

from the disease

• Convalescent carrier: exposed to and harbors 

disease-causing organism (pathogen) and is in the 

recovery phase but is still infectious

• Healthy carrier: exposed to an harbors pathogen, 

has not shown any symptoms



• Incubatory carrier: exposed to and harbors a 

disease and is in the beginning stages of the disease, 

showing symptoms, and has the ability to transmit 

the disease

• Intermittent carrier: exposed to and harbors 

disease and can intermittently spread the disease

• Passive carrier: exposed to and harbors disease 

causing organism, but has no signs or symptoms



Modes Disease Transmission
• Modes of disease transmission

– methods by which an agent can be passed from 

one host to the next

– or can exit the host to infect another susceptible 

host (either person or animal)

• Two general modes 

– direct 
– indirect



Modes Disease Transmission

• Direct transmission or person to person

-Immediate transfer of the pathogen or agent from a 

host/reservoir to a susceptible host

-Can occur through direct physical contact or direct 

personal contact such as touching contaminated   

hands, kissing or sex



Modes Disease Transmission

• Indirect transmission

- pathogens or agents are transferred or carried by 

some intermediate item or organism, means or    

process to a susceptible host

-done in one or more following ways: airborne, 

water borne, vehicle borne, vector borne



• Indirect transmission

-Air borne

• Droplets or dust particles carry the pathogen to the 
host and infect it

• Sneezing, coughing, talking all spray microscopic 
droplets in the air

-Water borne

• Carried in drinking water, swimming pool, streams 
or lakes used for swimming.   Examples:  cholera

-Vehicle borne
• Related to fomites



• Indirect transmission
-Vectorborne

• A pathogen uses a host (fly, flea, louse, or rat) as a 

mechanism for a ride or nourishment this is 

mechanical transmission

• biological transmission when the pathogen 

undergoes changes as part of its life cycle, while 

within the host/vector and before being transmitted 

to the new host



Transmission/Exposure Routes of Infectious 
Agents: 

Entry to and/or Exit From the Body

Sites or Portals of Exit or 
Entry:

• Respiratory
• Enteric or 

Gastrointestinal
• Skin: especially if skin 

barrier is penetrated
• Genitourinary
• Eye 



Chain of Transmission
• Close association between the triangle of 

epidemiology and the chain of transmission

• Disease transmission occurs when the pathogen or 

agent leaves the reservoir through a portal or exit

and is spread by one of several modes of 

transmission.

• Breaks in the chain of transmission will stop the 

spread of disease



Etiological 
agent/path
way Source 

/ 
Reserv
oir

Mode of 
transmiss
ion

Host



Classes of Epidemics / Outbreaks

• Common Source Epidemic – when a group of 

persons is exposed to a common infection or source 

of germs

Point source from a single source (food)

Persons exposed in one place at one time and 

become ill within the incubation period

Ex:  bad mayonnaise at a picnic



Classes of Epidemics / Outbreaks

Intermittent irregular & somewhat unpredictable

Tuberculosis spread by person to person contact and 

people move around and interact with other people

Continuous epidemic

When an epidemic spreads through a community or 

population at a high level, affecting a large number 

of people within the population without diminishing



Classes of Epidemics / Outbreaks
• Propagated Epidemic when a single source cannot 

be identified, yet the epidemic or diseases continues 

to spread from person to person

– Usually experiences exponential growth
– Cases occur over & over longer than one 

incubation period

• Mixed Epidemic a common source epidemic is 

followed by person-to-person contact and the 

disease is spread as a  propagated outbreak



Levels of Disease

Diseases have a range of seriousness, effect, duration, 

severity, and extent

Classified into 3 levels

• Acute relatively severe, of short duration and often 

treatable

– usually the patient either recovers or dies



Levels of Disease

• Subacute intermediate in severity and duration, 

having some acute aspects to the disease but of 

longer duration and with a degree of severity that 

detracts from a complete state of health

– Patient expected to eventually heal



Levels of Disease

• Chronic less severe but of long and continuous 

duration, lasting over a long time periods, if not a 

lifetime

– Patient may not fully recover and the disease can 

get worse overtime

– Life not immediately threatened, but may be over 

long term



Immunity and Immunization

• According to CDC, unless 80% or greater of the 

population is vaccinated, epidemics can occur

• Three types of immunity possible in humans

– Acquired Immunity obtained by having had a 

dose of a disease that stimulates the natural 

immune system or artificially stimulating immune 

system



• Active Immunity body produces its own antibodies

– can occur through a vaccine or in response to 
having a similar disease

– Similar to acquired

• Passive Immunity (natural passive) acquired 
through transplacental transfer of a mother’s 
immunity to diseases to the unborn child (also via 
breastfeeding)

– can also come from the introduction of already 

produced antibodies into a susceptible case



Outbreaks or Epidemics

• A disease or condition  that involves many or an 

excessive number of people at the same time and the 

same place

• The occurrence of a disease or condition at a 

frequency that is unusual or unexpected

– increase above background or endemic level



Outbreaks or Epidemics

Requirements for an outbreak or epidemic:

• (i) presence of an infected host or other source of 

infection.

• (ii) adequate number of susceptible

• (iii) an effective method of contact for transmission 

to occur.



Infectious Diseases and the Process of 
Infection

Infection: the growth/multiplication of a microbe in a 

host

• Infection does not always result in injury of the host 

(disease)

• Two main classes of infection by site:

– localized

– generalized (disseminated; systemic)



Localized Infections

• Organism enters the body and reaches target site of infection

• Organism adheres to or enters host cells and multiplies at site of 

infection

• Infection spreads within the site (e.g., respiratory tract; intestines)

• Symptoms of illness appear

• Organism does not spread through the lymphatic system or reach the 

bloodstream

• Infection subsides due to host defenses (e.g., immunity)

• Agent eliminated from the body; infected cells replaced; "cure"



Generalized Infections

• Organism enters the body and reaches target site of 

initial infection

• Organism adheres to or enters host cells and 

multiplies at initial site of infection 

• Infection spreads within site and to other sites via 

tissues, lymphatic system, bloodstream (bacteremia, 

viremia, etc.) and possibly other routes

• Symptoms of illness may appear



Generalized Infections

• Organisms infect other organs, tissues and cells; 

more spread via bloodstream

• Symptoms of illness become severe

• Host defenses eliminate organisms leading to cure 

or disease continues, possibly leading to irreversible 

damage or death



Factors Influencing Exposure and Infection: 
Agent (Microbe) Factors

•Sources, Reservoirs, Transport and Persistence (in the 

Environment) 

•Ability to Enter a Portal in the Human or Other Host 

•Ability to Reach and Proliferate at Site(s) of Infection 

in the Host 

•Excretion of the Agent from the Host 

•Quantity & "Quality" (including virulence) of the 

Infectious 



Factors Influencing Exposure and Infection: 
Environmental Factors

• Reservoirs: where organisms can live, accumulate or 

persist outside of the host of interest; could be 

another organism or the inanimate environment.

• Vehicles: inanimate objects/materials by which 

organisms get from one host to another; includes 

water, food, objects (called fomites) and biological 

products (e.g., blood).



Factors Influencing Exposure and Infection: 
Environmental Factors

• Amplifiers: Types of reservoirs where organisms 

proliferate; often applied to organisms transmitted 

by the airborne route.



Factors Influencing Exposure and Infection: 
Environmental Factors

• Vectors: Living organisms bringing infectious 

organisms to a host.

 Mechanical vectors: Microbes do not multiply in 

the vector. eg.: biting insects infected with the 

infectious organism

Biological vectors: Microbes must propagate in the 

vector before they can be transmitted to a host. 



Environmental Factors Influencing Survival or 
Proliferation of Infectious Agents 

• Physical: temperature, relative humidity, sunlight, 

moisture content or water activity, climate & 

weather, etc.

• Chemical and Nutritional: Antimicrobial chemicals, 

nutrients for microbial proliferation.

• Biological: Antagonistic activity by other organisms: 

antimicrobial agents, parasitism, etc.; presence and 

state of a vector 



Factors Influencing Exposure and Infection: 
Host Factors and Host Susceptibility

• Opportunities for host exposure
– transmission routes       - host availability

• Susceptibility factors 
– Dosage (quantity) and "quality" of infectious 

organisms, including their "virulence"; 
– age 
– immunity
– nutritional status 
– Immuno-competence and health status,
– genetics
– behavior (personal habits) of host. 



Infectivity of Pathogenic Microorganisms 

and Risk of Infection, Illness and Death

Infection
↓

Illness
↓→ Sequelae

Death

Secondary Spread



Outcomes of Infection

Microbes differ in their ability to produce the different 

outcomes of infection: 

• (i) infection without illness;

• (ii) infection with illness; (with or without long-term 

sequelae) and

• (iii) infection, illness and then death



The Iceberg Concept: 
As Applied to Virus Infections



Host States in Relation to Pathogen Transmission

Susceptible Infected Resistant  

Pathogen 
Exposure

= the rate or probability of movement from one 
state to another



Transmission Categories of Water-
Associated Diseases

• Waterborne Microbial Diseases

• Water-washed or Water Hygiene Diseases

• Water Contact/Water Vector Habitat 
Diseases



Transmission Categories of Water-Associated 
Diseases:

Waterborne Microbial Diseases

• Exposure mainly by ingestion of contaminated water

• Primarily enteric diseases transmitted by the fecal-

oral route

• Some are due to organisms that are not fecal 

associated and also proliferate in water 

– Eg.: Legionella bacteria via aerosols and droplets



Transmission Categories of Water-Associated 
Diseases:

Water-washed or Water Hygiene Diseases
• Diseases whose exposure is reduced by the use of 

water for personal and domestic hygiene:
– washing: clothes, floors, other household chores
– bathing  and other personal hygiene
– cleaning of cooking and eating utensils

• Includes many enteric organisms as well as diseases 
of the skin and eyes  (eg.: trachoma) and 
insect infestations (eg.: scabies caused by mites;  

pediculosis caused by lice).



Transmission Categories of Water-Associated 
Diseases:

Water Contact/Water Vector Habitat Diseases

• Exposure by skin contact with infested water
– eg.: schistosomiasis: the free-living larvae 

released from aquatic snails (the intermediate 
host) invade the skin.

• Exposure to  water habitat "insect vector" diseases
– Insect vectors breed in or near water

• eg.: malaria (parasite) and yellow fever (virus) 
transmitted by mosquitoes 
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